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1. Likelihood in SCCS models

From (Daley D.J., 2003), the Poisson likelihood of a single patient i can then be written as

Li(ni; ti|Xi) = e
−

∫ bi
ai
λi(s,Xi)ds

ni∏
k=1

λi(tik, Xi),

and the total number of events ni = Ni([ai, bi]) follows a Poisson distribution

P(ni|Xi) =
(
∫ bi
ai
λi(s,Xi)ds)

ni

ni!
e
−

∫ bi
ai
λi(s,Xi)ds.
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Conditioning the likelihood by the total number of events and on the covariates histories leads

to the SCCS likelihood of a patient history

Li(ti|ni, Xi) =
Li(ni; ti|Xi)

P(ni|Xi)

=
e
−

∫ bi
ai
λi(s,Xi)ds∏ni

k=1 λi(tik, Xi)

e
−

∫ bi
ai
λi(s,Xi)ds

(
∫ bi
ai
λi(s,Xi)ds)

ni

ni!

= ni!

ni∏
k=1

λi(tik, Xi)∫ bi
ai
λi(s,Xi)ds

,

where we used the convention
∏0
k=1 . . . = 1 (i.e., the likelihood is equal to 1 if a patient does not

have any event, namely ni = 0). The likelihood of m patients can therefore be expressed, up to

constants independent on the intensities, as

L ∝
m∏
i=1

ni∏
k=1

λi(tik, Xi)∫ bi
ai
λi(s,Xi)ds

.

2. Discrete time SCCS

We assume that, for i = 1, . . . ,m, the intensity λ(t,Xi(t)) is constant over time intervals Ik =

(tk, tk+1], k = 1, . . . ,K that form a partition of the observation interval (a, b]. We choose Ik to be

of constant length, chosen without loss of generality equal to 1. In practice, we use the smallest

granularity allowed by data. We therefore can assume that (ai, bi] ∩ Ik is either ∅ of Ik for all

i = 1, . . . ,m, and k = 1, . . . ,K, which means that the observation period of each individual is a

union of intervals Ik. The discrete-time likelihood writes

L(ti;ni|Xi) = exp
( K∑
k=1

∫
Ik

log(λ(s,Xi(s)))dNi(s)−
K∑
k=1

∫
Ik

λ(s,Xi(s))ds
)

= exp
( K∑
k=1

log(λik)Ni(Ik)−
K∑
k=1

λik

)
,

where λi,k is the value of λ(t,Xi(t)) for t ∈ Ik, where Ni(Ik) =
∫
Ik
dNi(t) and where we used∫

Ik
dt = 1 and the fact that Ni(Ik) = 0 and λik = 0 if Ik ∩ (ai, bi] = ∅. The distribution of the
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total number of events for patient i is given by

P(ni|Xi) =

( ∫ bi
ai
λ(s,Xi(s))ds

)ni
ni!

e
−

∫ bi
ai
λ(s,X(s))ds

=

(∑K
k=1 λik

)ni
ni!

e−
∑K
k=1 λik ,

which leads to

L(ti|ni, Xi) =
L(ni; ti|Xi)

P(ni|Xi)
=

exp
(∑K

k=1 log(λik)Ni(Ik)−
∑K
k=1 λik

)
(
∑K
k=1 λik)

ni

ni!
e−

∑K
k=1 λik

= ni!

K∏
k=1

( λik∑K
k′=1 λik′

)Ni(Ik)
,

where we use the convention 00 = 1, i.e. only the exposition period (ai, bi] contributes to the

likelihood, and since once again Ni(Ik) = λik = 0 whenever Ik ∩ (ai, bi] = ∅. Then, defining

yik := Ni(Ik), the previous equation can be rewritten as

L(yi1, . . . , yik|ni, Xi) = ni!

K∏
k=1

( λik∑K
k′=1 λik′

)yik
.

3. Numerical implementation

We use the state-of-the-art SVRG algorithm from (Xiao and Zhang, 2014) for the minimization

of our penalized negative log-likelihoof. It is known to typically lead to faster convergence than

quasi-newton algorithms, such as L-BFGS-B, see (Liu and Nocedal, 1989), while allowing to deal

with non-smooth objectives. Solving (3.7) requires to compute the proximal operator (see (Bach

and others, 2012) for a definition) of pen(θ). This can be done very fast numerically: pen(θ) can

be separated into two separate proximal operators for total-variation and group-Lasso, see (Zhou

and others, 2012). The proximal operator of group-Lasso is explicit and given by group soft-

thresholding, see (Bach and others, 2012), while the prox of total-variation is not, but can be

computed very efficiently with the fast algorithm from (Condat, 2013).
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4. Software

Our model is implemented in the Tick library, see (Bacry and others, 2017), which is a Python

library focused on statistical learning for time dependent systems. It is open-source and available

at https://github.com/X-DataInitiative/tick. The implementation is done in C++, with a

Python API, and is thoroughly documented at https://x-datainitiative.github.io/tick/.

The code used to run the experiments described in this paper is available in GitHub, at https:

//github.com/MaryanMorel/ConvSCCS.

5. Simulations details

About the simulation of longitudinal features. Let us give some details on the way we simulated

longitudinal features using Hawkes processes.

Namely, we simulate dates of purchases {tji}i>1, of drugs j = 1, . . . , d using a multivariate

Hawkes process Nt = [N1
t · · ·Nd

t ], for t > 0, where N j
t =

∑
k>1 1tjk6t

for any t > 0. The process

Nt is a multivariate counting process, whose components N j have intensities

λjt = µj +

d∑
j′=1

∑
k>1

Aj,j′α exp(−α(t− tj
′

k )) (5.1)

for j = 1, . . . , d. This corresponds to a Hawkes process with so-called exponential kernels. The

µj > 0 are called baselines intensities, and correspond to the exogenous probability of being

exposed to drug j. In the matrix A = [Aj,j′ ]16j,j′6d, called the adjacency matrix, the entry

Aj,j′ > 0 quantifies the impact of past exposures to drug j′ on the exposition intensity to drug

j and α > 0 is a memory parameter. A single matrix A is simulated for the whole population,

but a new one is generated in each round of simulation. Recalling that the simulated events

tji correspond to the purchase date of drugs (this is the only information available in the LOD

described in Section 4.2 below), we consider that a patient is exposed to a drug j at time tj1.

We sample µj using a uniform distribution on [0, 5 × 10−3], which will produce unbalanced
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Fig. 1. Left : example of simulated dates of drugs purchases (vertical black lines). Exposure starts at the
date of the first purchase (gray horizontal lines). Right : an example of generated adjacency matrix A for
longitudinal feature simulation using the Hawkes process. This matrix encodes the correlation structure
of exposures to drugs. To ease the reading, this figure represents the transposed adjacency matrix A>.
For example, a purchase of a ‘null’ drug increases the probability of purchasing a ‘Late3’ drug. In Left
and Right we simulate potential exposures to 8 drugs, each of them have a different risk profile (named
“null”, “constant”, “early”, etc.). These profiles are described in Section 5 of the supplementary material.

exposures in the simulations, and set α = 0.5. The diagonal entries Aj,j are equal to µj , and

we sample q non diagonal entries using a uniform distribution [0, 5 × 10−3], while setting all

other entries to zero. We set d = 4, q = 8 in the first experiment, d = 14, q = 24 in the

second experiment. We normalize A so that its largest singular value is 0.1, in order to en-

sure that the process does not generate too much events. Simulation is achieved through the

thinning technique, see (Ogata, 1981), and easily achieved using the tick library ((https:

//x-datainitiative.github.io/tick/)), see (Bacry and others, 2017). An example of sim-

ulated matrix A is illustrated in Figure 1. Our simulation setup allows to generate realistic

exposures, since it can reproduce the following phenomena that are typically observed in LODs:

• Depending on the drug, a patient using it has a higher probability to use it again in the

future: this is quantified by the value of the diagonal entries Aj,j ;

• Some drugs are often purchased at the same time, because of the underlying medical treat-
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ment: a patient using drug j′ has a higher probability to use drug j, which is quantified by

Aj,j′ ;

• Most of the patients use only a subset of all available drugs during their observation period,

so several entries of A are zeros.

About the risk profiles. We provide below a precise description of the two sets of risks profiles

considered in our simulations.

• Set 1 of risk profiles corresponds to the ones used in (Ghebremichael-Weldeselassie and

others, 2017), and are represented in Figure 2. We use a lower order of magnitude than

(Ghebremichael-Weldeselassie and others, 2017), resulting in risk profiles with maximum

between 1.5 and 2 matching the magnitudes encountered in our application. The first risk

profile is unimodal, the second has a constant effect, two others are continuously decreasing.

In this set, risk profiles length matches p = 50.

• Set 2 of risk profiles represent effects described in (Aronson and Ferner, 2003): rapid, early,

intermediate, late and delayed effect, see Figure 3, with magnitudes similar to Set 1. It

contains the four shapes from Set 1, and a null risk, a unimodal risk with a sharp drop and

three shapes of continuously increasing risks. This set contains risk profiles for which the

optimal risk period is smaller than p = 50. We generate 7 features with “Null” risk profile,

and one feature for each other risk profile, resulting in 14 features.

Following (Ghebremichael-Weldeselassie and others, 2017), we use for all patients a baseline

relative incidence given by φ(t) ∝ 8 sin(.01t) + 9 (see the right-hand side of Figure 2) which can

be thought as the effect of age whenever each patient has the same age.
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Fig. 2. Left. Set 1 of relative risk profiles. The effect of these relative incidences starts with the exposure,
and last 50 time periods. The effect on the individual risk is multiplicative. Right. Temporal baseline
used in all simulations.
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Fig. 3. Set 2 of relative risk profiles. The effect of these relative incidences starts with the exposure, and
last at most 50 time periods. The effect on the individual risk is multiplicative. Note that we include 7
features with the “null” risk profile in addition to one feature with each other risk profile in Set 2, to
simulate datasets in which there are irrelevant features.

Regarding the sensitivity analysis We consider three scenarii for the perturbations:

1. Not-at-random missing data. We simulate a hidden feature correlated to other longitudinal

features using a Hawkes process. For each simulated timestamp of this feature, patients’

data is masked for a time period of length drawn uniformly in [0,max length]. Outcomes

are simulated using the non-perturbed data, while exposures provided to the model are

computed using the censored timestamps. We vary the max length parameter to assess the

sensitivity of ConvSCCS to this perturbation.

2. Noisy timestamps We add a random noise draw uniformly in [0,max length] to the fea-
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tures. We vary the max length parameter to assess the sensitivity of ConvSCCS to this

perturbation.

3. Missing longitudinal feature. We simulate more features. Outcomes are simulated taking

these features into account, while they are not used when fitting the model. In a first

scenario, we vary the number of hidden features at constant relative incidence magnitude.

In a second scenario, we vary the the relative incidence magnitude of two hidden features.

All these experiments were performed using 2000 simulated cases.

About the performance measure. As defined in Section 3.1, relative incidence of drug j, k periods

after exposure start is defined as r̂jk = exp(θ̂jk), k = 0, . . . , p in our model. In (Ghebremichael-

Weldeselassie and others, 2016, 2017), the estimated relative incidence is defined as r̂jk = θ̂j(k) > 0

for k = 0, . . . , p, see Equation (2.3). Denoting the ground truth relative incidence r∗, the MAE

is given by

MAE =
1

dK

d∑
j=1

K∑
k=1

|rj∗k − r̂
j
k|.

Since we assume that all the patients are affected by the baseline in the same way, its order of

magnitude cannot be properly estimated by the models. In order to be able to compare baseline

relative risks, we constrain their integral to be equal to one as (Ghebremichael-Weldeselassie and

others, 2017).

Regarding the sensitivity analysis results.
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Fig. 4. Sensitivity analysis adding a noise drawn uniformly in [0, noise level] to features timestamps
using Set 2 of risk profiles (see Figure 3) with m = 2000. The boxplots represent the distribution of mean
absolute error as defined in Section 4.1, computed over 100 simulated populations.
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis simulating not-at-random missing data. A hidden feature timestamps are
simulated in the same way as regular features. At each time of this feature, other features data is masked
for a period of missing data period length. Other features are simulated using Set 2 or risk profiles (see
Figure 3) with m = 2000. The boxplots represent the distribution of mean absolute error as defined in
Section 4.1, computed over 100 simulated populations.
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis simulating missing longitudinal features. Simulations results using Set 2 or
risk profiles plus two hidden features (see Figure 3) with m = 2000. The order of magnitude of hidden
features relative incidence vary from 1 to 5. The boxplots represent the distribution of mean absolute
error as defined in Section 4.1 computed over 100 simulated populations.
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis simulating missing longitudinal features. Simulations results using Set 2 or
risk profiles plus hidden features using similar risk profiles (see Figure 3) with m = 2000. The number
of hidden features vary from 0 to 14. The boxplots represent the distribution of mean absolute error as
defined in Section 4.1 computed over 100 simulated populations.
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Characteristics Overall study population
N 1,428,637
Men 771,647
Bladder cancers 1,699
Age (years)
40-44 54,989
45-49 94,986
50-54 160,388
55-59 238,611
60-64 238,394
65-69 223,721
70-74 232,100
75-79 185,448
Number of patients exposed to glucose-lowering drugs
(a patient can appear in several lines)

Insulin 343,912
Other OHA 434,352
Rosiglitazone 157,346
Metformin 1,043,967
Pioglitazone 158,619
Sulfonylurea 836,572
Number of patients exposed to a single glucose-lowering drug
(each patient appears at most in a single line)

Insulin 102,021
Other OHA 34,927
Rosiglitazone 2,239
Metformin 208,331
Pioglitazone 4,486
Sulfonylurea 145,509

Table 1. Demographics and glucose-lowering drug use of the cohort of French diabetic patients covered
by the general insurance scheme (i.e., in the SNIIRAM database), aged 40-79 years and followed from
2006 to 2009.

Regarding the studier cohort structure.
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